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his article introduces a
composable component
model that can be used for
performance analysis of
complex digital signal processing (DSP) systems consisting of several computation resources communicating
via some shared media. We review different
methods of analyzing the performance of
such communication-centric systems, including simulation, trace-based simulation, and
symbolic methods. Finally, a component model
that can be used to formally state the relationship
between the usage and the processing capabilities of different computation and communication resources is established. Using this component model, we can analytically derive
performance measures of complete DSP systems. We then illustrate the
applicability of this component model with an example.
MOTIVATION
Complex DSP systems are today comprised of a heterogeneous combination of different hardware and software components
such as CPU cores, dedicated hardware blocks, different kinds of memory modules and caches, various interconnections and
I/O interfaces, run-time environments, and drivers. They are integrated on a single chip, or coupled via some communication network, and run specialized software to perform a dedicated function. The process of determining the optimal hardware and software architecture for such processors includes issues such as resource allocation, partitioning, and
design space exploration.
Typically, the questions faced by a designer during a system-level design process include (as shown in Figure 1):
Which functions should be implemented in hardware and which in software (partitioning)? Which hardware
components should be chosen (allocation)? How should the different functions be mapped onto the chosen hardware
(binding)? Do the system-level timing properties meet the design requirements? What are the different bus utilizations,
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and which bus or processor acts as a
bottleneck? There are also questions
Communication Templates
Computation Templates
related to the on-chip memory
DSP
requirements, off-chip memory bandSDRAM
width, and the expected power conFPGA
RISC
sumption of the system.
I/O
µC
One of the major challenges in the
Interface
design process is to evaluate essential
characteristics of the final implemenScheduling and Arbitration
Architecture
tation early in the design stage. This
Templates
can help in making important design
SDRAM RISC
decisions before investing too much
EDF
TDMA
EDF
Proportional
time in detailed implementations.
Priority
WFQ
Share
FCFS
Three main problems arise in the case
Dynamic
of complex DSP systems. First, the
Fixed Priority Static
TDMA
architecture of such systems, as
FPGA
I/O
already mentioned, is highly heterogeneous; the different architectural
[FIG1] Representation of template-based design involving communication, computation, and
components are designed assuming scheduling.
different input event models and use
different arbitration and resourceis necessary. Analytical performance models for DSP systems
sharing strategies. This makes any kind of compositional analyand embedded processors were proposed in [4] and [5]. Here,
sis difficult. Second, stream-based DSP applications very often
the computation, communication, and memory resources of a
rely on a high degree of concurrency. Therefore, there are mulprocessor are all described using simple algebraic equations
tiple control threads, which additionally complicate timing
that do not take into account the dynamics of the application
analysis. And third, we cannot assume that a DSP system only
(variations in resource loads and shared resources). These
needs to process periodic events where a fixed number of bytes
“back-of-the-envelope” analytic approaches are often not accuis associated with each event. If, for example, the event stream
rate enough. Therefore, the estimation results show large deviarepresents a sampled voice signal, then after several coding, protions from the properties of the final implementation.
cessing, and communication steps, the amount of data per event
Other approaches restrict the model of computation; for
and the timing may have changed substantially. In addition, the
example, the model can be restricted to synchronous dataflow
data streams to be processed often arrive over a network. In this
or extensions thereof (see [6] and [7] for examples). In this
case, packet processing needs to be integrated with media procase, accurate analysis results can be obtained, but with the
cessing. Therefore, we not only have to deal with constant data
price of a limited application domain. Although there has been
rate assumptions and properties but also with event streams that
some work [8] on analyzing special classes of heterogeneous
are sporadic or bursty. Examples include the ability to react to
and distributed embedded systems, these methods do not work
external events or to deal with best-effort traffic for coding, tranin a general setup.
scription, or encryption.
Another approach is to define internal models of computation
There is a large body of work devoted to system-level peras the basis for performance analysis and design space exploformance analysis of embedded system architectures (see [1]
ration, as in [9]. These models are based on the notation of
and the references therein). Currently, the analysis of such hetintervals to describe important system properties. Yet, so far, a
erogeneous systems is mainly based on simulation (using
comprehensive method for performance analysis, which is a
SystemC or tools like VCC [2]) or trace-based simulation, such
necessary requisite for scheduling and mapping, is missing. In
as in [3]. The main advantage of using simulation as a means for
[10], the authors propose a method for early performance
performance analysis is that many dynamic and complex interanalysis that is based on classical scheduling results from hard
actions in an architecture can be taken into account; such interreal-time system design. In particular, they use different wellactions are otherwise difficult to model analytically. However, in
known abstractions of the timing behavior of event streams and
terms of guaranteeing correctness, simulation-based approachprovide additional interface between them. In [11] and [12], a unies do not reveal worst-case bounds on essential properties like
fying approach to performance analysis based on real-time calcudelay of events in an event stream, throughput, and memory. In
lus was proposed. Real-time calculus itself is based on network
addition, they often suffer from long running times (depending
calculus [13]. It is particularly suited for modeling and reasoning
on the accuracy aimed for) and from high set-up effort for each
about event streams and performance guarantees, and it generalnew architecture and mapping to be analyzed.
izes a number of well-known event models from the real-time sysTo guarantee certain timing properties within reasonable
tems domain. The unifying approach proposed in [11] and [12] is
analysis times, formal analysis based on abstract system models
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based on a generalized event model that allows the modeling of
■ Resource composition: One implementation can consist of
hierarchical scheduling and arbitration. It can be used to model
different heterogeneous computing and communication
both computation and communication resources. This approach
resources. They can be composed in much the same way as
provides deterministic worst-case guarantees, but other methods
processes and scheduling methods.
based on stochastic models of resources and event streams, such
■ Building components: Combinations of processes, assoas Petri nets also exist [14], [15].
ciated scheduling methods, and architecture elements can
Despite these advances, no methodology for performance
be combined into performance components. This way, one
analysis exists that integrates seamlessly with the current comcan associate a performance component to a combined
ponent-based approach
hardware/OS/software
to system synthesis.
module of the impleONE OF THE MAJOR CHALLENGES IN THE
Whereas it is possible to
mentation, which exDESIGN PROCESS IS TO ESTIMATE ESSENTIAL
combine components of
poses the performance
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FINAL
a functional system
requirements but hides
specification (such as
internal implementaIMPLEMENTATION EARLY IN THE DESIGN STAGE.
using heterogeneous
tion details.
models of computation
such as in Ptolemy [16], System C, or even UML component
FRAMEWORK FOR MODULAR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
models), this is not possible with analytical models for performWe will describe the framework by starting with well-known
ance analysis. As a result, performance analysis today is largely
functional specifications of an application. This framework
detached from a hierarchical design flow.
allows the inclusion of several principally different analysis
This article serves to unify some of the above mentioned
methods (based on stochastic models, real-time calculus, or
approaches by providing a framework into which different analyclassical real-time models). To be concrete, we will use real-time
sis methods can be embedded. There are several composition
calculus as a running example (e.g., [17] and related streamproperties of this new framework:
processing applications in [11] and [18]). Figure 2 shows an
overview of the whole approach.
■ Method composition: Different parts of the system can be
To understand the basic concept behind this approach, a system
modeled using different performance analysis methods.
architecture may be viewed as a network of heterogeneous
■ Process composition: If a stream needs to be processed by
architectural elements (representing different kinds of processors,
several consecutive application processes, the associated percommunication resources). A stream of data to be processed by
formance components follow the same structural composition.
this architecture flows from one architecture element to the
■ Scheduling composition: Within one implementation, difnext and gets processed by the application procedures mapped
ferent scheduling methods can be combined, even within one
onto these elements. As the stream propagates through this
computing resource (hierarchal scheduling). The same propsystem architecture, it gets more and more complex (for
erty holds for the scheduling and arbitration of communicaexample, its “burstiness” increases) because of the different
tion resources.
resource-sharing strategies used on
the different architecture elements,
as well as because of the possibly
Formal
Data
Data
Component
Measurements
variable execution times of each
Specification
Sheets
Sheets
Simulation
element. As a result, very soon the
timing properties of the stream get
Model of
Model of
too complex to be analyzed using
Application Processes
Architecture Elements
standard models from the real-time
(Performance Modules)
(Resource Modules)
systems area, like periodic or
sporadic event models.
Input
Model of
The framework proposed in this
Traces
Performance Network of
Environment
article
is based on the above streamPerformance Components
(Abstract Input Streams)
Formal
oriented model. It is comprised of
Specification
four steps:
1) Abstraction: In this step, the
Analysis
Mapping
Model of
different aspects of the system
System Architecture
under consideration must be
Scheduling
Estimation
converted into corresponding
Results
abstractions. Event streams will
be converted into abstract event
[FIG2] Elements of analytic performance analysis.
streams that carry their impor-
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either implement the functionality in hardware/software or pertant timing properties such as burstiness, jitter, and rate
form a simulation. This type of representation is common in the
information. In a similar way, we will convert the properties
design of complex DSP systems, and it is supported by many
of the architecture elements into an abstract representation
tools and standards [for example, unified modeling language
denoted as resource modules. Finally, we need to determine
(UML)]. The whole functionality is partitioned into a set of comperformance modules that abstract important properties
ponents that are communicating via explicit ports and links.
from the given application processes. While application
But since we want to anaprocesses work on event
lyze the performance of the
streams, the new performTO GUARANTEE CERTAIN TIMING
application on a specific archiance modules will transPROPERTIES WITHIN REASONABLE
tecture, we need to 1) consider
form the abstract event
the timing behavior instead of
streams.
ANALYSIS TIMES, FORMAL ANALYSIS
the functional behavior, 2)
2) Performance components:
BASED ON ABSTRACT SYSTEM
abstract from the concrete
The performance modules
MODELS IS NECESSARY.
time domain, and 3) consider
described above will be comthe use of common resources
bined into larger compo(architecture elements). This way, we go from event streams to
nents. This way, we can take into account resource sharing on
abstract event streams, from application processes to performcommon architecture elements. Here, arbitration and schedulance modules, and from architecture elements to resource moding schemes are taken into account.
ules and streams.
3) Performance network: The different performance compoThere are several possibilities for this kind of abstraction such
nents can now be combined into a performance network that
as conventional methods for hard real-time systems, as shown in
represents the performance aspects of the whole system,
[10], statistical models (Petri nets and Markov processes as in
including the abstract representation of the input streams as
[14] and [15]), or real-time calculus as in [11] and [12]. This way,
provided by the system environment.
we move away from simulation and are able to talk about per4) Analysis: Finally, an analysis method must be developed
formance analysis independent of concrete input traces.
that provides end-to-end performance properties based on the
performance network.
EXAMPLE 2
At this point, we will introduce an example that will be used
As an example of an abstraction of event streams that can be
throughout the article.
used for performance analysis, let us use the notation of arrival
curves, as in [17]. In contrast to event streams as in the upper
EXAMPLE 1
part of Figure 3, we use a representation that concentrates on
Let us suppose that a set of input streams must be processed. In
the timing in an interval domain. (Note that one can generalize
this case, the functional specification of the application consists
the notation towards events that carry distinguishable objects,
of application processes that operate on event streams. Figure 3
see, e.g., [19].) Here, R(t) denotes the number of events that
represents a simple example. We have two streams a and b that
enter through input processes a0 and b0 and leave through output ports a8 and b4. As in process networks, the event streams
consist of ordered sequences of timed events, where the events
a0
a2
a4
a6
a8
may have data objects associated with them. The processes are
connected via directed links. These links contain unbounded
first-in, first-out (FIFO) queues for storing events until they are
b0
b2
b4
consumed by the receiving component. At this point, we will be
not specific about the operation of the components, such as
whether they have blocking or nonblocking behavior or how
many events they consume or emit at each firing.
We also need a specification of the architecture. In the lower
part of Figure 3, we see as architecture elements a bus, a microa
processor µP, a DSP, and an I/O element. Moreover, the edges
µP
DSP
I/O
between the application processes and the architecture elements
b
denote the mapping. Because this simple example has only one
bus, all communication is mapped onto it.
Bus
THE ROLE OF ABSTRACTION
In the case of the conventional functional specification of an
application, the application processes are usually described by
their functional behavior. This specification can then be used to

[FIG3] The upper part of the figure shows a functional
specification of the application. The application processes, which
are denoted as nodes connected by edges, communicate via
event streams. The lower part of the figure shows an
architecture specification with its architecture elements.
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αu(∆)

C(t)

βu(∆)

R(t)

βl(∆)
α

l(∆)

zen of the model. As a result, we will
be able to compose resources and
schedule methods in the same way as
we compose application processes.
Again, we will exemplify this
approach by using real-time calculus,
but hierarchical scheduling as in [20]
can be unified in a similar way.

EXAMPLE 3
We will present a possible approach
for representing the availability of
computation and communication
resources in architecture elements.
It is adapted to the notion of arrival
(a)
(b)
curves, but similar representations
can also be found in the case of sta[FIG4] Abstract interpretation of event streams as (a) arrival curves and architecture elements;
tistical performance analysis methin the case of real-time calculus, as (b) service curves.
ods. The function C(t ) represents
the available resource units in the
time interval [0, t], such as the number of processing cycles in
arrive in the time interval [0, t]. The upper and lower arrival
case of a computing resource or the number of bytes that can be
curves denote the abstract event stream and are obtained by
transmitted by a communication link. We define the service curve
using a sliding window of size  and counting the maximum
of an architecture element as the upper and lower bound on the availand minimum number of events for the whole event sequence.
able number of resource units in any time interval of a certain length
In other words, we have
(sliding window), as shown in Figure 4:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
t, ∆
Number of Packets Max/Min Number of
Packets in Any
in Time Interval [0,4]
Interval of Length 4

1

2

3

7
8
t, ∆
Resource Availability Max/Min Resource
in Time Interval [0,4] Availability in Any
Interval of Length 4

α l () ≤ R(t + ) − R(t) ≤ α u() ∀t ≥ 0,  ≥ 0.

4

5

6

β l () ≤ C(t + ) − C(t) ≤ β u() ∀t ≥ 0,  ≥ 0.

There are several ways of obtaining arrival curves, such as
from a set of concrete traces, from analytic properties of event
streams like periods, bursts and jitter, or from formal representations like timed automata.
The major step towards a component-based analysis methodology is to make the flow and usage of resources a first-class citi-

In particular, for each architecture element, an abstract representation in the form of a service curve can be associated. It
can be determined using various approaches like investigation
of data sheets or transformation from formal specifications.
Finally, we need to abstract application processes to performance modules. They represent the
performance aspects of a process that
is executed on a resource. At the
v(∆)∧ w(∆)= min{v(∆), w(∆)}
same time, the use of the resource is
v(∆)⊕
inf {v(λ) + w(∆ − λ )}
v(∆)⊕
w(∆)= inf {v(∆ + λ ) − w( λ )}
also modeled. In other words, they
− w(∆)= 0≤
−
λ ≤∆
0≤ λ
transform the abstract event streams
−
−
v(∆)⊕ w(∆)= sup {v(λ) + w(∆ − λ )}
v(∆)⊕ w(∆)= sup {v(∆ + λ ) − w( λ )}
0≤ λ
and the abstract resource streams.
0≤ λ ≤∆
Through this approach, we provide
− l
u ′= (( u
u )⊗
u
the necessary means for a composα
α
⊕
β
β
)
∧
β
−
[ β l , βu ]
able performance analysis. In con−
′
αl = (( α l ⊗ β u ) ⊕
βl )∧ βl
−
trast to conventional approaches, we
l′
u′
l
u
[α , α ]
[α , α ]
′
are able to represent that an applicaβu = ( βu −αl ) ⊗
0
−
tion process changes the timing
−
′
βl = ( βl −αu ) ⊕ 0
properties of event streams (as in
l′
u′
[β , β ]
adding delay, jitter, or bursts) and
that it changes the resource that is
[FIG5] A set of equations that describe the processing of abstract event and resource streams
available to other communication or
through a simple application process that uses an input buffer to store waiting requests and
computation processes. In addition,
processes events in a greedy manner. In the lower left corner, the graphical representation of
a performance module is shown.
as we will see later on, it is possible
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to take into account scheduling and
arbitration policies by combining performance modules with performance
components. To understand this in
more detail, we provide an example in
terms of real-time calculus.

a3
a0

b0

a1

a4

b1

a5
a6

a2

b2

b3

a7

a8

b4

EXAMPLE 4
In the case of real-time calculus, the
path from an application process to
[FIG6] Performance modules related to the functional specification of an application
equations that transform abstract event according to Figure 3.
and resource streams is well known
mapped to the architecture element DSP using a preemptive
(see, for example, [11] and [12]). For the sake of giving an example,
fixed priority scheme where a2 has a higher priority than a6.
find the relations that describe the processing of a single analysis
From the manner in which this scheduling algorithm works,
component enclosed in Figure 5. In this very simple model, it is
one can easily deduct the composition of the corresponding perassumed that the application process executes for a certain
formance modules to a performance component, as shown in
amount of time for each event and, as a result, a new event is emitFigure 7(a). In Figure 7(b), the component structure in case of a
ted from the application process. There are more complicated
proportional share (GPS) algorithm is shown where each applimodels possible that take into account the fact that events have
cation process receives a fixed portion of the available capabilitypes and that the application process has an internal state and
ties. Note that the initial abstract resource stream enters the
behaves differently for each event type (see, for example, [21]).
performance component from the top, whereas the remaining
The lower left panel of Figure 5 shows a graphical representaresource stream leaves from the bottom. It can be used by other
tion of a performance module.
components, such as for processing the abstract event stream b.
Further details and other scheduling policies are available in
PERFORMANCE COMPONENTS
[11], [12], and [19].
So far, the mapping of the application to an architecture and
The performance components can be used in various respects:
the consideration of scheduling or arbitration of finite
resources is still missing. Conventionally, this step is conduct■ They can be combined to perform an end-to-end performed in a nontransparent manner.
ance analysis of the system level (see the section titled
To this end, we will combine the performance modules
“Performance Network”).
described above with performance components. They have
■ A provider of a hardware/software component that will be
the same type of interface as performance modules in that
integrated by a system house into a complete system can prothey process abstract event streams and abstract resource
vide such an analysis component model. This way, the system
streams. In general, performance components may contain
house can carry out a performance analysis of the overall sysmodules and other components. This concept provides hiertem without having access to the details of the hardware/softarchy and composability.
ware components.
■ In the above scenario, the system house can even add funcEXAMPLE 5
tionality and check for the performance of the combined
From the functional specification
given in Example 1 and Figure 3, we
derive the network of performance
a2
a6
Share
modules shown in Figure 6. In this
performance network, we did not only
a2
a2
model the computation components
Proportional
Fixed
of Figure 3 (in our case components
Priority
Share
a0, a2, a4, a6, a8, b0, b2, and b4), but
a6
a6
the communication links that connect these computation components
DSP
Sum
are also modeled (components
a1, a3, a5, a7, b1, and b3). In this
way, we can seamlessly consider both
(a)
(b)
(c)
computation and communication
[FIG7] (a)–(c) Combination of basic performance analysis components with a larger analysis
aspects in a performance analysis.
component that reflects resource sharing. (a) Represents a subnetwork for fixed priority
Now, let us first suppose that the sharing where a2 has a higher priority than a6. (c) Shows a generic component that
processes a2 and a6 from Figure 3 are implements the proportional share policy.
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I/O

BUS

DSP

µP

Fixed
Prio.:
a0,a8

Prop.
Share:
a1,a3
a5,a7

See
Figure 7

a4

[ α al, α au ]

[ α al ′, α au′ ]

PERFORMANCE NETWORK
So far, we have been building performance components using information about the application structure,
the mapping of the elements of the
architecture, and the scheduling policy used. We will now show how these
components can be combined into a
network to conduct a performance
analysis of the whole system.

EXAMPLE 6
We will use the same setup as in
[ αb , αb
Example 1 and Example 5. We supFixed
Fixed
b2
pose that application processes a2
Prio.:
Prio.:
[ α bl ′, α bu′ ]
and a6 are mapped onto the DSP
b0,b4
b1,b3
module (proportional share), a4 is
mapped onto the µP module, a0 and
a8 are mapped to the I/O processor
(fixed priority), and a1, a3, a5, and a7
[ β I/Ol ′, β I/Ou′ ]
[ β busl ′ , β busu′ ]
[ β DSPl ′, β DSPu′ ]
[ βµPl ′, βµPu′ ]
are mapped onto the bus using proportional share arbitration [e.g., time
[FIG8] An example of a performance analysis network. The shaded boxes represent
components as, for example, those shown in Figure7.
division multiple access (TDMA)].
The corresponding performance network is depicted in the upper half of Figure 8. The shaded
system. Both of these scenarios can be found frequently in
boxes represent performance components that consist of sevindustry; a prominent example of such a business relationeral modules combined according to a scheduling or arbitraship is the automotive industry.
tion method. Then, we suppose that the processing of stream
The performance components defined above can now be
b is conducted using the remaining processing and communicombined into a performance network that represents the
cation capabilities. This scenario may reflect a situation where
whole process structure, the mapping of the available computaa hardware/software module is provided that processes some
tion and communication resources, and the scheduling policies
stream a and, later on, the processing of b is added with a
that have been applied. The next section will also show how
lower priority to not influence the existing application.
important performance measures can be determined through
Finally, we need to analyze the network shown in
formal analysis of the network.
Figure 8. To this end, we need to provide the
following:
1) specification of the abstract input streams,
BUS
i.e., the arrival curves a and b (from the left of
DSP [Availability = 80%]
Figure 8)
2) specification of the initial resource capabilities, i.e., the service curves associated with the
[ α l, α u ]
Real- [ α l ′, α u′ ]
[p,j,d]
Time
hardware modules (from the top of Figure 8)
Classical
Calc.
3) a set of relations that describe how the
Analysis
abstract event and resource streams are
processed by a component (from Example 4
′′′
′′′
l
u
′′
′′
′
′
′
l
u
[p ,j ,d ]
[α , α ]
Real[α , α ]
and Figure 5)
Time
Calc.
4) a way to compute important properties from
the abstract event and resource streams, such
Interfaces
as delay, jitter and memory demand.
′
′
l
u
[ β bus , β bus ]
With this list, we have provided means to deter(a)
(b)
mine steps 1, 2, and 3. By solving the equations for
the whole network (involving fixed-point calcula[FIG9] Performance network with performance components of two different
tions), the characterization of all abstract streams
analysis methods, namely (a) real-time calculus performance components and (b)
is obtained. From this information, delay, jitter,
a classical methods performance component. Interfaces that transform abstract
event models are depicted between the performance components.
and memory requirements can easily be extracted.
l

u]
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EXAMPLE 7
OTHER ANALYSIS METHODS
Let us assume a performance network with performance comThroughout this article, real-time calculus has been used as a
ponents that use real-time calculus as the analysis method.
running example of an analysis method in the presented frameSuppose we then want to add a performance component that
work of modular performance analysis. Looking at real-time calmodels a DSP and uses classical methods for performance analyculus, there are methods available to handle blocking and
sis. As the event model for this classical methods performance
nonblocking communication schemes, as well as a variety of
component, periodic with jitter is used, where an event stream
scheduling and abstraction methods in addition to the ones preis modeled by the three parameters period (p), jitter (j), and
sented here (see [11] and [12] for examples). There are also
minimum event-inter-arrivalmany possibilities to obtain
time (d). For classical methods,
the necessary models and
THE MAJOR STEP TOWARDS A
no composable resource modparameters from a given speciels exist; instead, a set of perfication, such as by using data
COMPONENT-BASED ANALYSIS
formance modules is typically
sheets, simulations of basic
METHODOLOGY IS TO MAKE THE
assured a certain constant
components, or formal models
FLOW AND USAGE OF RESOURCES A
share of the overall resource.
like timed automata. However,
FIRST-CLASS CITIZEN OF THE MODEL.
The resulting performance
the presented framework is
network that combines both
not restricted to the applicareal-time calculus performance components and the classical
tion and architecture models given so far or to real-time calcumethods performance component is shown in Figure 9. Also
lus as the analysis method. Rather, it is possible to use other
depicted in this figure are the interfaces needed to transform
models and analysis methods within this framework, which can
the abstract event models between the two incorporated analybe tailored towards specific application areas. And as mentioned
sis methods.
earlier, it is even possible to use several analysis methods in a
Figure 10 shows two examples of the interfaces used in
single performance network, such that different parts of a sysFigure 9. In Figure 10(a), a transformation from arrival
tem can be modeled and analyzed using different methods.
curves into the periodic with jitter event model is shown.
To be suitable for the presented framework, a new analysis
Since the periodic with jitter event model is more coarsely
method must first define appropriate abstractions for the different
grained, it cannot include all details of the arrival curve
elements used in the framework; that is, it must define abstract
event model. Hence, this transformation is lossy. On the
event streams, abstract resource modules, and abstract performother side, the transformation from the periodic with jitter
ance modules. These models should be closely linked to the
event model into arrival curves is lossless, as can be seen in
underlying model of computation of the application area that the
Figure 10(b).
analysis method is being tailored towards. Examples include the
adaptation of event models like periodic with jitter for use in
CONCLUSION
context with classical methods developed in the real-time sysIn comparison to known approaches, the framework described here
tems community or stochastic models in context with stochastic
leads to a component-based approach to the analysis of system
analysis methods. Further, the analysis method must define
how performance modules are
combined into performance components and, finally, how these
components can be analyzed.
α
(p,j,d) Interface (Lossy)
(p,j,d)
α Interface (Lossless)
These new performance components can then be combined into
αu(∆)
a performance network, either
[p=1.5, j=4, d=0.75]
[p=1.5, j=2, d=0.5]
αl(∆)
together with performance components of the same analysis method
αu(∆)
or with performance components
of other analysis methods. In the
αl(∆)
latter case, additional interfaces
must be defined that transform the
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
abstract element models of one
t,
∆
t,
∆
analysis method into the abstract
(a)
(b)
element models of another
analysis method. Depending on
the level of detail included in the [FIG10] Interfaces that transform arrival curves into the periodic with (a) jitter event model and
(b) vice versa. The transformation from arrival curves to the periodic with jitter event model is
different abstract models, these lossy (the shown (p,j,d)-parameters model the gray arrival curves instead of the actual black
arrival curves), while the inverse transformation is lossless.
transformations may be lossy.
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properties, thereby increasing our understanding of the behavior of
complex DSP systems and computing in general.
To perform a system-level timing analysis of a heterogeneous, stream-based processing architecture, where different parts of the application are mapped to different kinds of
architecture elements, we envisioned a novel analytical framework. It consists of abstract models for the system architecture and the architecture elements to model the underlying
hardware (the processing and the communication architecture), the scheduling or arbitration schemes, and the event
streams. In particular, the individual system element modules
are combined to a performance network that describes essential
system properties such as delay and memory. The framework
can be used to analyze complex and heterogeneous architectures and to answer questions related to timing and other system properties (like the load on various processors and buses)
in a single, unified manner.
Since the approach is based on abstract models of
applications/algorithms and architectures, a given scenario
can be analyzed within a short time. This is in sharp contrast to
simulation-based approaches, which usually achieve better
accuracy but often require hours of simulation time.
The analytic approach is intended to complement existing
estimation methods, not to replace them. Any automated or
semi-automated exploration of different design alternatives
(design space exploration) could be separated into multiple
stages, each having a different level of abstraction. It would then
be appropriate to use an analytical performance evaluation
framework, such as the one described in this article, during the
initial stages and resort to simulation only when a relatively
small set of potential architectures is identified.
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